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Rise of kingdoms diaochan

Diaochan is a brand new epic commander who is added to Rise Kingdoms via ROK Patch Notes 1.0.40: ROK x Dynasty Warriors 9 Collab. She is one of the first epic commander's healing abilities next to Cleopatra VII. Whenever you need to level up your commander quickly or simply to get extra support
in the middle of battle, you can depend on Diaochan to do all the magic for you. Rarity: EpicCivilization: China | Title: Intriguing DancerIntegration | Peacekeeping | SupportDiaochan Summary: Offers up to 350 damage in 4 seconds per attack when active skill is activated.25% injury bonus vs
barbarians25% experience gain from barbarians10% Troop Attack Bonus10% Troop Defense BonusHeals for 450 (700 when paired with Lu Bu) after using skillWhy Diaochan is the best commander? Very fast and easy commander to level up. A good support commander with great healing abilities. Solid
commander agricultural barbarians and gain experience bonus. There is a great synergy bonus when paired with Lu Bu.Download Rise Kingdoms to PC for free! Background InformationDiaochan was one of four Beauties during ancient China. Although she is based on a small historical character, she is
mostly a fictional character and is best known for her role in the 14th century historical novel: Romance of the Three Kingdoms.She was praised for tales as a woman of uneven beauty that no other hero in China could accomplish. She also put an end to the Dong Zhuo regime of terror and eventually
ended Lu Bu's tenure, which led to an event that would lead to the formation of three kingdoms: Cao Wei, Eastern Wu and Shu Han.According to historical records that indicated Lu Bu had a secret affair with one of Dong Zhuo's maids and lived in constant fear that Dong Zhuo would find out. Which was
one of the main reasons why he betrayed and killed Dong Zhuo. Although diaochan name was not written in history. Although it is believed that her name is derieved from the sable tail and jade finish that adorned the high-ranking officals of the eastern Han dynasty. Introduction You want our deep
kingdom rise leader commander Diaončana. This informative guide was created to help provide an overview of Diaochan's skills, talent trees, gameplay, strategies, and guides to The Rise of the Kingdoms. The purpose of this review guide is to help young and experienced players understand how to play
Diaochan right and increase strategic benefits. Diaochan is a brand new epic commander of Rise Kingdoms. She comes with Chinese citizenship and is one of the best peacekeeping commanders. Thanks to her damage bonus against the barbarians and the experience of getting, she can help up your
commander quickly in a short period of time possible. To call Diaochan the rise of the kingdoms, you will need to collect 10 Diaochan sculptures. Once you have the materials you need, go to the Commander Selection tab in the right-hand corner. Tap the button to call Diaochan.Download Rise kingdoms
kingdoms PC for free! SkillsDid into the next part, we are going to talk about the best skills to use Diaochan. As you can see, most of her skills focus on dealing harm, healing her troops and gaining experience bonus. Even if Diaochan is a solid commander of agricultural barbarians, she is also a great
pick if you need to pair with one of the commander to get an extra splash of damage and of course healing support to endure the battle longer. So, without further ado, let's take a look at Diaochan's skills and see how you can use them to your advantage during the game's rise kingdoms. Diaochan
SkillsBelow has a list of Diaochan skills that he uses during the Battle of the Rise kingdoms. Check out each skill to learn more: Dance ChaosActive SkillFor over the next 4 seconds, attacks have a 100% chance of solving direct damage to a target (Damage Factor: 150). Innovation: Increase damage
factor active skills 150 / 175 / 200 / 225 / 250Dance chaos: good active skill, dealing with more damage in the next 4 seconds. Diaochan will be able to add that an extra 250 damage bonus above her usual attacks. Dance Silver LotusPassive SkillAll damage that is dealt with by the barbarians is increased
by 5%. Both commanders get 5% more experience in defeating the Barbarians. Upgrades: Increase both the damage that applies to the barbarians and the increase in experience by 5% / 10% / 15% / 20% / 25% Dance Silver Lotus: Gives a nice damage bonus and experience bonus. A 25% loss bonus
helps Diaochan kill the Barbarians quickly. While a 25% experience bonus helps her level up quickly. Dance RosePassive SkillTroops led this commander to get a 2% increased attack and 2% increased protection. Innovation: troops led by this commander get 2% / 4%/ 6%/ 8% / 10% increased attack and
defense. Dance Rose: Grants a 10% attack and a defensive bonus, but according to diaochan's team. The dance cherry blossompassive skillA part of a slightly wounded unit run by this commander has healed after using skills (Healing Factor 250/300/350/400/450). Receive additional healing when
troops include Lu Bu (Healing Factor 250). This effect can cause no more than every 5 seconds. Dance Cherry Blossom: Another useful passive skill that actually gets stronger when she is paired with Lu Bu. Heal your troops to recover injuries during a prolonged battle. Chain StratagemsExpertise
SkillAbout for the next 4 seconds, attacks have a 100% chance of addressing the direct damage target (Damage Factor 350). Improves Diaochan's active skills. Chain Stratagems: This expertise skill simply improves diaochan's active skills so she can do more damage in the next 4 seconds. Download
Rise Kingdoms to PC for free! Best Diaochan Talent TreesIn the next part of our best Diaochan commander guide, we will discover the best talent builds to go with this epic commander. There are at_least two popular builds, but it depends on your preferences and game style. Therefore, look at the
recommended talent based on below: Peacekeeping Talent BuildOne of the most popular and best talents to build diaochan to use is peacekeeping Talent Build. If you want to have a strong commander, that is not an effective job of killing the barbarians and leveling your commanders fast enough. This is
the perfect talent to build to use. Beside the injury and experience bonuses that she gets, there's an improved anger generation that allows her to dish out active skills more often with added injury effect. Peacekeeping Talent Build Bonuses: + 5% Attack Bonus 3.5% Defense Bonus 3.5% Health Bonus
36% March Speed Bonus 9% Normal Attack Bonus vs Barbarians 15% Skill Attack Bonus vs Barbarians 15% Experience Bonus from Barbarians-9% Action Points CostEarn 15 Lv.1 Resource Packs After defeating Barbari 15% Damage vs Barbarians, 15% Damage, 15% Damage Taken, 15% Healing

Effect BonusHeals troops on 500 points after defeating barbarians-9% Skill Damage taken from enemies 9% Healing Effect Bonus 60% March Speed Bonus 10 seconds after leaving structureGain 9 additional anger to the usual attack 9% Attack, when the troops have healed in 3 secondsTruly restore
150 anger when skill is usedField Talent BuildJa want to play Diaochan as support commander, then use Field Talent Build. Although this means that you will not be able to use him as an effective commander of agricultural barbarians. Your frontline commanders will thank you for the support that they
receive from Diaochan's amazing healing abilities. The additional healing effects that she brings with him make it easy enough to recover the wounded troops and put them back into battle soon enough. Field Talent Build Bonuses: +8.5% Attack Bonus 5% Defense Bonus +4% Health Bonus 18% March
Speed Bonus 9% Infantry Defense Bonus, when army force is less than 50% + 15% Siege Defense Bonus when army force is below 50% + 19% Cavalry March Speed Bonus when army force is below 50% + 9% Archer Attack Bonus when army force is less than 50% + 3% Defense Bonus when leading 3
or more troop type 3% Attack Bonus, leading 3 or more troop type-9% Skill Damage Taken 9% Healing Effect Effect Bonus 60% March Speed Bonus 10 seconds after leaving structureGain 9 extra anger on conventional attack 9% Attack when troops have healed 3 seconds get renewed for 150 anger
when skill is used 50% Chance of Reducing Skill Taken By 15% 3 seconds thereafter when an active skill was attacked. Download Rise Kingdoms to PC for free! Star Level &amp;amp; Talent Point Upgrade PriorityIn the next part of our Best Diaochan Commander guide, I'm going to talk about a star level
and talent point to improve the priority to increase your commander's combat potential. Here's how to prioritize your diaochan effectively: Peacekeeping Talent Build: Keep Diaochan at 1 ⭐ until you max out her first skills. Level diaochan to 2 ⭐ and max out her second skills. Level diaochan up to 3 ⭐ and
max from her third Level diaochan to 4 ⭐ and max out all her skills. Field Talent Build: Keep diaochan at 1 ⭐ until you max out her first first Diaochan up to 3 ⭐ and max out her third skills. Level diaochan to 4 ⭐ and max out all her skills. Download Rise Kingdoms to PC for free! Best Commander
PairsDiaochan is a great epic commander and certainly has some decent commanders to pair with him. We have compiled the best commander pairs if you plan to specialize in Diaochan as your chief commander of choice. Lu BuIf want to transform Lu Bu into a powerful offensive and support
commander, Diaochan is one of the best epic commanders to pair with. Lu Bu will get a 50% attack bonus and Diaochan will get more healing abilities when paired together. One of the reasons we recommend pairing Diaochan and Lu Bu is because of the massive defensive debuff that the legendary
commander provides. This directly affects Diaochan's ability to dish out even more damage because she relies primarily on a normal attack to do the job for her while supporting the troops. Joan of ArcOne from the best epic commanders to pair with is Joan of Arc. If you want to have solid support for a
commander couple who can provide superior debuffs/buffs to frontline commanders. Joan of Arc also works with Diaochan because both can lead multiple types of troops. Especially when Diaochan uses a field talent build that allows her to focus more on troops and less barbarians. Joan of Arc, on the
other hand, gives massive buffs to all troops who improve their combat effectiveness. Good choice if you want to have additional healing support for a solid PvP commander. AethelflaedAethelflaed is an undisputed legendary commander who will certainly receive some love for Diaochan. She is a very
powerful peacekeeping commander that dish out a ton of damage, but lacks a direct damage factor and healing ability. The paired Diaochan with Aethelflaed and combined with a massive experience/injury bonus from the Barbarians. Aethelflaed may last longer on the map, but Diaochan provide healing
support that keeps troops from dying during the battle. You can get Aethelflaed for free using Expedition Mode.LoharAnother solid commander couple with is Lohar. He is one of the easiest epic commanders to get right away at the beginning of the game. If you're looking for a commander who will help
you level up quickly, Lohar can give some helping hands to Diaochan.Besides, Lohar is one of the best commander who stands out at the chain of agricultural barbarians. Fill both commander's army only with infantry troops and group the barbarians, then mow them down. MulanWhile Diaochan is a solid
healer, she lacks offensive combat ability. So Mulan is one of the best legendary peacekeeping commander couple with. She comes with an active skill that increases troop attack, defense and health by 20% for a short period of time. When she serves as secondary commander, all troops deal in a 20%
bonus attack and increase the target damage by 20%. On top of that, she 95% experience bonus, which is the largest of all. solid commander choose to pair with the can hold the frontline with her healing abilities. SourcesWikipediaPeople WikipediaChinese KnowledgeTags: DiaochanRise Kingdomsrok
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